Abstract. We show a novel way to select long thin objects in an image by enhancing the output of the existing foreground/background image segmentation methods. Most superpixel-based methods fail to select the long thin details, such as legs and whiskers, and extended curves from the main objects. We observe, however, the output without long thin details, can be used as the guided information to obtain the connected components. Based on this observation, our Guided Lazy Snapping method overcomes the limitation of the Lazy Snapping methods (or other alternatives superpixel-based segmentation method) to select long thin objects. The results show that connected components in the image can be selected without having a lot of user interactions (mouse clicks) on each extended parts of the object.
Introduction
Image segmentation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] is one of the most challenging tasks of image processing field, which has various novel proposed approaches in its long history in computer vision. The ultimate goal is to remove undesired regions and extracts the regions-of-interest to reuse or to transform.
Graph cut technique [1] had become the heart of many current state-of-art image segmentation techniques [2] [3] [4] . The image segmentation problem is modelled as binary labelling problem such that each pixel is assigned a unique label which denotes object and background classes. Based on the samples given by a user to the foreground and background set, the graph cut minimizes an energy function consisting of the data and prior knowledge as constraints. In general, the data constraint restricts the desired solution to be close to the observed data and the prior constraint confines the desired solution to have a form agreeable to the prior knowledge.
However, the graph cut approach has a shortcoming to a segment with thin elongated structure due to two basic reasons: the trade-off between the data constraint and prior constraint, and the bias towards shorter boundaries (also known as "shrinking bias", or the twig problem). To illustrate the problems, the segmentation process and some results by the graph cut are shown in figure 1 . First, the user provides some samples for both the object and background by drawing some strokes (a). If the influence of prior constraint is small (b), the extracted object contains some grass regions belong to the background. Otherwise (c), the thin elongated details such as the legs of the insect are not included.
Inspired by Boykov and Jolly, Li et al. proposed Lazy Snapping [2] -an interactive image cutout system with simple user actions to extract the true object boundary efficiently. Furthermore, the framework applies the graph cut solution based on pre-computed oversegmentation generated by the Watershed algorithm to increase performance significantly without sacrificing pixel-accurate quality.
The idea of using over-segmentation as pre-processing refers to as superpixel segmentation. The concept of "superpixel" was first time introduced by Ren et al. [11] in 2003. It aims to naturally represent an image to superpixel map with many desired properties that mention in [12] . Unfortunately, superpixel segmentation algorithms [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] tend to group pixels that are small into a bigger superpixel, such as the detailed parts of the object. For this reason, the natural object boundaries are not conserved. In case of figure 2, the superpixel maps of the input image are generated by some well-known superpixel algorithms: Linear Spectral Clustering (LSC) [12] , Simple Linear Interactive Clustering (SLIC) [13] , Superpixels extracted via energy-driven sampling (SEEDS) [14] , and SEEDS Revised using Mean pixel (reSEEDS) [15] . We can observe that the horn of the deer or the rostrum of the bird are not segmented well. This shows the trade-off between quality and efficiency of the superpixel-segmentation-based methods, and it indicates that pixel quality in thin elongated object is crucial.
In this paper, we propose a unique algorithm to overcome challenging shrinking bias problem. We retrieve the lost information with a novel post-processing step based on the uncompleted graph cut result. In a little more detail, we assume that a part of the object has been segmented using Augmented Lazy Snapping [9] as in figure 1(c). A structure guidance map is built by applying Guided Filter [16] to the partly cutout result as shown in figure 1(d) . Finally, the user can cutout the main object by dragging the progress bar with the instant feedbacks in our framework. Experimental results show that our approach can preserve thin elongated structure objects more accurately than conventional methods. It is worth noting that our method also efficiently extracts the background pixels inside the object, as shown in figure 1(e) and restrict the influence of blending effect to long thin image segmentation.
Related works
Shrinking bias of graph cut approach is firstly addressed by Kolmogorov and Boykov [5] . The concept of flux is attempted to improve segmentation of thin elongated objects by integrating into the graph cut solution. The method produces better results but only on the grey-level images due to the limitation in definition of the flux. Later, Vicente [7] introduces the combination of the graph cut and Dijkstra algorithm in the name of DijkstraGC. Based on some additional inputs, the Dijkstra algorithm finds the missing paths to the main object with the controllable width of the structure. However, this approach requires highly precise user inputs at the end point of long thin parts and heavily recall max flow computations. Another work which tries to overcome shrinking problem was proposed by Lempitsky [8] . The tightness prior is introduced to prevent the result from excessive shrinking. Unfortunately, the local energy minimization sometimes produces poor results because of getting stuck in poor local minima. Candemir [10] integrates the statistical significance measure to build a new graph structure and redefine the relationship between data and smoothness. The segmented quality of results is slightly improved between traditional graph structure and the proposed graph structure. Other interesting approach is introduced by Dong et al. [17] by applying Random Walker algorithms on the graph including some new auxiliary nodes with label prior. However, the similarity between the object and background may lead to incorrect segmentation of some foreground regions. Fig. 1 . Thin elongated image segmentation for a user input (a) using graph cuts with the small (b) and large (c) influence of prior constraint, post-processed structure guidance map (d), and our final result (e). Augmented Lazy Snapping framework consisting an object marking step (a) and a presegmentation step based on reSEEDS. In (a), the (blue) strokes are samples indicating the object, and the another (red) line indicates the background. The pre-segmentation step is flexible to generate 400 superpixels (b), 800 superpixels (c), and 1200 superpixels (d), which is not provided in the traditional Watershed algorithm. Finally, the object is extracted in (e).
Reviewing augmented lazy snapping
In the Augmented Lazy Snapping (ALS) paper [9] , the authors studied the middle layer of 4-step pipeline that introduced by Lazy Snapping [2] to cut out the object from the background. In the work, by optimizing the pre-segmentation step, we could improve significantly the performance of framework with little loss in pixel quality. The reason is the ability to control over the size where the number of generated superpixel is the key to determine the Graph Cut performance. The experimental results show that the reSEEDS is the optimal algorithm in the selected methods to replace the traditional Watershed algorithm in the middle layer. Figure 3 shows the more details about the ALS framework. The main goal of our work is to investigate the effect of the middle layer to the framework, so the last step in the Lazy Snapping's pipeline is not mentioned. As it can be seen in figure 3 (b, c, and d), reSEEDS is well designed by balancing two important factors of the visual superpixel representation: the regularity and the compactness. To be more details, the compactness corresponds to the form of superpixel and the regularity refers to the positioning and the size of superpixel. In general, the compactness needs to be trade-off against the regularity, which presents the precise of object boundaries. The balance is the main reason makes reSEEDS outperforms other selected algorithms in term of quality to be chosen in the ALS. Nevertheless, the ALS framework still has some problems to select the thin elongated structure object.
Thin elongated object segmentation problems
As we mentioned before, there is a trade-off between segmentation quality and time in superpixel segmentation based on the graph cut. The ability to control over the size of generated superpixels in Augmented Lazy Snapping can easily overcome the undersegmentation problem by reducing the size of superpixel as small as its structure fits into long thin parts of the object. However, even the superpixel size is small enough to fit into the region-of-interest, the framework still produces poor segmentation results. It can be seen in figure 4 , the legs and a part of the antennas of the insect are cut off in the segmented results while the body is well-segmented. Therefore, the superpixel size in the presegmentation step does not cause the poor object quality of the framework.
We discovered that there are three main reasons causing the poor results of the framework. First and foremost, the shirking bias problem in Graph Cut foundation. The prior co nstraint presents the energy summation over the boundary of the extract regions. At the thin elongated boundaries of the object, the graph cut algorithm may cut the boundary along shorter paths because a short expensive boundary may cost less than a very long cheap one. Equally important, it is very hard for the user to provide precise samples in the thin elongated regions of the object. The lack of important information and weak data constraint lead to uncompleted global energy minimization solutions. Last but not least, the third problem is blending effect, which also known as bokeh [18] -the blur produced in the out-of-focus parts of an image produced by a lens. Bokeh is often mostly visible around small, thin and elongated regions, especially in the natural images. An example of blending effect is introduced in figure 5 . The presence of ambiguous or low contrast regions in the image always makes the segmentation task more and more challenging. Introduced by He et al. [16] in 2013, the guided filter can transfer the structures of the original image to the filtering output based on segmentation methods. To show the structure-transferring ability of the method, the authors presented guided feathering application, which is very useful to recover the hair, even though the filtering input is very rough. In this paper, we will concentrate on how the structure-transferring filtering can improve the thin elongated Augmented Lazy Snapping results. We refer readers to [16] for the detail formulation of the guided filter and how to construct it.
To recover the structure from the guidance input to the output, the guided filter requires a binary mask to appear an alpha mate near the object boundaries. The binary mask can be generated from the result of ALS framework and is used as the filter input. Moreover, it has a role as a navigator for the guided filter to locate which parts need to be focused (the object) from the rest (the background). Consider figure 6, there are two cases (a) and (b) that the binary masks are created and applied through the filter.
We can observe in the structure guidance map of case (b) that the hair of Ostrich bird is recovered clearly if the neighboring regions of long thin structure exist in the navigation binary mask. Otherwise, the filtering output is blurred and not so clear as shown in the case (a). To provide better illustration, we mark some thin elongated regions in the guided filtering output (a) and (b) and zoom in the detail parts as figure 6(c). It indicates that the quality of navigation binary image is crucial to retrieving the lost information. Based on our experiments, we believe that the guided filter can offset the lost thin elongated details due to the reasons we mentioned in the previous section.
In this section, we introduce the details about our segmentation technique. The framework consists of two steps: a quick object marking step and a simple thin elongated recovering step.
Object marking
In the object marking step, the user draws a few strokes on the image to specify the object. As shown in figure 7(a) , the blue lines and the red lines are samples for the foreground and background. Based on the displayed segmentation result, the user decides if more samples are needed to be provided.
The goal of object marking step is to provide a quick cut that covers all the not thin elongated structure regions of the object. Besides, this step takes the majority of overall processing time of the framework. So that the pre-segmentation step in figure 7(b) plays an important role as improving the performance of the framework. As we discussed before, the size and the number of superpixels do not affect the segmented result in the object marking step. In order to optimize the performance of the framework, in our experiments, we divide input images into a usable number of superpixels. Therefore, the graph cut shows extremely fast response without sacrificing object quality in the regions do not belong to the thin elongated regions. Finally, a part of the object is segmented as the figure 7(c).
Thin elongated recovering
Based on the graph cut result, the binary image mask is automatically generated as the first component of the thin elongated recovering step as shown in figure 7(d) . We apply Guided Filter to recover the structure of object with the guidance input image and the filtering input -binary mask. The filtering output is shown as the figure 7(e). Based on the filtering output, the user can drag the progress bar to select threshold value. The framework produces instant feedback by applying the simple Binary Thresholding, which is formulated as, �pplyi �th � ��y �th t �鰀 鰀�䁐il� �th � i쳌�l�쳌 t �鰀 鰀�䁐il�䁆�t h香 䁛 i쳌�l�쳌 ,
to the filtering output and displays the final thin elongated object as we observed in figure  7 (f). We believe that this is simple user interface for segmenting challenging objects. 
Experimental results and discussion

Thin elongated segmentation results
We compare our method to two interactive image segmentation frameworks including GrabCut [3] and Augmented Lazy Snapping (ALS) [9] . The implementations of the selected frameworks are based on the publicly available code. The experiments are performed on the combination of our own dataset and Berkeley Segmentation dataset [19] . [19] combined with our own dataset. The number in the brackets denotes the number of foreground markers, the number of background markers in the object marking step and the threshold value in the thin elongated recovering step. Each pair of images shows the user input and the final result, respectively.  The nodes/edges ratios are the number of nodes/edges divided by the number of superpixels/connection between superpixels in the pre-segmentation step.
 The feedback lag is the delay from when the user releases the mouse to when the object is extracted/recovered. Figure 8 shows some cases in our experiment to select thin elongated structure objects. Due to the shirking bias problem, the GrabCut and ALS methods cuts off the legs of the insect, the twig of the leaf or a part of the Ostrich bird hair. In the results of GrabCut, the long/thin parts are less lost compare to the ALS's result. However, the extracted objects contain pixels belong to background. Besides, the ALS method provides corrected labelling, which mean the cutout results have less background pixels compare to GrabCut. On the other hand, it can be observed that our method preserves thin elongated structure better comparing to the others. Figure 9 shows more results of our method with user input and the specific threshold value in each case. We have tested our approach for 40 images with the thin structures which may have only 1-2 pixels wide as the legs of the insect or the hair of the bird; or have fewer pixels as the branches of the tree. Despite of the fact that we have the shrink bias problem on the Graph Cut foundation or the blending effect in the input data, our method still faithfully retrieves the thin elongated structures.
Overall segmentation time
In our experiment, the time in second, is computed on a desktop PC Inter® Core™ i5-7500 3.40GHz, 8.00 GB memory. To quantitatively evaluate the overall processing time of the segmentation of the proposed approach, we applied it to different dimensional images in two cases. In the first case, to prove that the thin elongated recovering step affects negligibly on overall segmentation processing time, we compared the lag with and without the step in the experiments. Table 1 shows that the processing time to extract object in one image increase linearly as the number of superpixels increases. Also, the difference with and without the second step of the framework is clearly observed. The reason is that the guided filter naturally has an time non-approximate algorithm, and independent of the setting parameters.
In the second case, we compare the processing time of the interactive image segmentation frameworks. As it can be seen from figure 10, there is not much different in the experiment of the processing time between GrabCut, ALS and our method, when the image size increases, ALS and our method will outperform the GrabCut because the efficiency of pre-segmentation step.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have combined guided filter with Augmented Lazy Snapping to overcome to select thin elongated structure object. Unlike from the recent trend that integrates different measure as flux or statistical significance into the graph cut methods, we introduced Guided Lazy Snapping that uses the guided filter as post-processing to retrieve the lost information due to shrinking bias and other problems of conventional methods for long thin image segmentation. The experiments show that our method is easy to use, produces better quality than existing thin elongated image segmentation framework. The binary thresholding at the structure recovering step is perhaps the shortcoming in the framework. We believe that with the important recovered information in the filtering output, the thin elongated objects may automatically be segmented. We intend to explore it in the future.
